
LIVE THE SINGAPORE
DREAM

A musical-inspired comedy on the
lives and dreams of 3 teenagers.
This theatre connects to the
students by addressing peer
pressure, self-realisation and the
journey to pursue one's conviction.

A Peek into the 
dancer's life 

Meet 3 young dancers from
Singapore - a Ballerina, a B-boy
and a Latin Dancer, as they
share their challenges and
obstacles as they pursue their
passion, and how they
overcome them.

A Latin dancer misplaced her dance
costume; a B-boy brought the wrong
soundtrack for his dance item; a
contemporary dancer sprained her ankle
just before the competition. As the saying
goes, "The show must go on". These
dancers when being confronted with
difficult and challenging situation, tackled
their competition hiccups with creativity
and courage.

You can dance if You want to 

2023 NAC-AEP PERFORMANCE
ONLY $900 PER SHOW
(AFTER 50% NAC-AEP GRANT)

TRASH TOWN

We live in the time where physical
classroom can be replaced by Zoom;
online games have taken over physical
sports or a walk in the park; social
media is the most efficient way to keep
in touch with a friend. How do we find a
healthy balance between the digital
and real world? What can we do to
remain cyber safe? 

My Cyber World

In a world consumed by years of
environmental abuse and
negligence, what can we do to
save our earth? This show raises
various issue such as climate
change, waste recycling, energy
conservation, and awakens our
consciousness and responsiblilty
towards our global sustainability.

Dance of the World  
We bring you the fascinating world of
dance across countries and cultures.
These dances are known for their unique
technique and beauty -Irish Dance,
Korean Traditional, Paso Doble and Jive.
Get ready to be enticed by these
professional dancers, as they perform
and tell the history and culture of their
dance, with demonstration to teach you
a few basic steps. 

Booking enquiry : 

Email to: sales@creativetree.com.sg or WhatsApp +65 96912220
Our consultants will respond to your enquiry within 1-2 business
days



2023 NAC-AEP DANCE2023 NAC-AEP DANCE
ENRICHMENTENRICHMENT

Ballroom dancing - educating our next generation through graceful moves

S.T.A.R is a specially curated dance programme
with the emphasis of teaching social etiquette,
social awareness and respect for peers of the
opposite gender. This safe and refreshing take on
dance education has been tried and tested with
our collaboration partner, Dancer's Dream Studio
who has been running this dance syllabus with
more than 500 young children from age 3 to 16
years old. Ballroom dancing is the future of dance
education for our young ladies and gentlemen. 

NEW approved 

S.T.A.R

NAC-AEP programme

www.creativetree.com.sg/star
 

For more information:
 WhatsApp 80443093 or

email us at :
star@creativetree.com.sg   

Mix n match up to a maximum
of 3 dance styles below and
get the ultimate exposure to

the world of dance.
 

*Contemporary/Modern *Jazz
*Ballet *Lyrical Jazz *Hip Hop
*Ballroom Dance *Creative

Movement *Flamenco *Ethnic
Dance *American Line Dance

*Latin *Musical *K-Pop
 

Booking enquiry for NAC-AEP programmes:
Email  sales@creativetree.com.sg  or WhatsApp 96912220 .  Our
consultants wi l l  respond to your enquiry within 2 business days.  

Dance Expedition

Hip Hop

An extremely energetic and popular
dance style for our youth, Hip Hop

comprises a wide range of techniques
such as breaking, locking, and

popping, just to name a few. This
programme provides students with an
introductory basic skills and exposure
to the amazing world of Hip Hop and

Street Dancing

Contemporary
/Modern Dance 
Contemporary dance is the

exploration of the total
movement potential of the

body. It derives its techniques
from both classical and modern

dance, either updating or
distorting them, resulting in a

hybrid form derived from
literature, architecture, visual
arts, circus and other artistic

disciplines. 
 

All NAC-AEP programmes are eligible for 50% Tote Board Arts Grant subsidy

Price : $280.00 per hr
Sessions can be conducted via zoom or live session (1 hour each)

Price quoted is before 50% NAC-AEP tote board Grant subsidy.
Sessions and duration can be custom-tailored.

Creative Movement
Stimulate creativity through the

exploration of space, movement and
body awareness. This programme

provides the tools to express ourselves
confidently and to collaborate

through  teamwork with our peers.

https://www.creativetree.com.sg/star

